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Context
Covid-19 pandemic:
Ø

Challenges for border communities as a result of measures adopted;

Ø

Obstacles in the ability to work, exchange and socialize;

Ø

Awareness of the importance of cross-border cooperation;

Ø

Looking for new solutions in order to transform obstacles in opportunities;

Ø

Short-run and long-run perspective.

Interreg: a key instrument of the EU.

EU Cohesion Policy;
European Regional
Development Fund;

Goal 2: European
Territorial
Cooperation
(Interreg)

Cross-Border Coop.
Transnational Coop.
Interregional Coop.

Italy-France Maritime
Ø Achieve the goals of EU 2020 Strategy in the Northern Mediterranean (smart,
sustainable and inclusive growth);
Ø Marine coastal and island areas;
Ø Strengthen cross-border cooperation between designated territories: competitive,
sustainable and inclusive area;
Ø 2014-2020 and 2021-2027 programming periods.

4 PRIORITY AXES
1.Competitiveness

2. Natural and
Cultural Heritage

3. Territorial
Connection

4. Employment

Cultural heritage in
Cross-border areas IT/FR
Ø

Focus on a broad understanding of
the concept of ‘heritage’: tangible
and intangible.

Ø

Smart Tourism:
v

Maritime museums;

v

Aquariums;

v

Eno-gastronomy;

v

Linguistic exchange.

Tourism in times of Covid
Ø

In the first nine months of 2020, Italy experienced
a decline of 192 mln tourists with respect to 2019;

-50.9%

Ø

In the first 8 months of 2020, Tuscany was faced
with a drop of tourists if compared to 2019;

-60.7%

Ø

In 2020, France's tourism sector saw its revenue
plunge down from €150 billion to €89;

-€61b

Ø

Provence-Alpes-Côte-d’Azur lost €6.7 billion.

-€6.7b

Obstacles
The project takes into consideration the current difficulties and all the limitations
due to the COVID-19 outbreak:
Ø

The impossibility to travel and cross borders because of pandemic restrictions;

Ø

The struggles faced by small and medium museums, especially the maritime
ones and little aquariums. Both are usually outside main tourist flows and
currently are closed by national governments for limiting contagion;

Ø

The massive waste of money for closed little-sized groceries and the
consequent negative impact for the entire production chain.

Potentials
The area taken into consideration has a high cultural potential both in
terms of:
Ø

Tangibile heritage: more than 30 maritime museums and/or
acquariums;

Ø

Intangible heritage: territories dedicated to ethno-gastronomic
production recognized worldwide.

Both are suffering from the significant effects of COVID-19 outbreak.

What? Our 2 Objectives
1.

Our first purpose is to find alternative solutions to enjoy cultural heritage both
at the national and cross-border level.
Ø

How to enhance visibility of small and medium marittime museums and
aquariums? How to create a specific network for them?

Ø

How to experience food and wine tourism during this pandemic situation?
How can we connect people in some different ways?
v

2.

The project will involve innovative interaction methods, especially
through a more technological and digital approach.

Moreover, E-CHANGE will be focused on the promotion of local traditions,
particularly on food and wine specificities.
Ø

Why this sector?
v

Both Italy and France are among the most appealing countries in the
world in the food and wine production. Wine and food are a
quintessential part of these two cultures culture, being the best way to
get to know a particular territory.

Who? Our Target
Ø

The purpose of this project is to involve
the YOUTH.

Ø

Young generations who live in cross-border
territories are the target of both our
objectives:
v

We want to help them connect to
each other, and get closer to the
territories they live in: E-CHANGE aims
to integrate food, culture and
territory;

v

Young people need more innovative
ways to connect themselves with their
culture and other cultures.

Thematics
The project focuses on two main sectors
related to Smart Tourism:
Ø

Maritime museums and aquariums;

Ø

Linguistic, cultural and
eno-gastronomic heritage.

Smart Tourism
Ø

The recent pandemic forced people to rethink their way of travelling and
promoting tourism.

Ø

This can be an opportunity to renew and innovate the general approach to
the touristic sector. Investing in smart tourism will be both a way to cope with
the emergency, and a trigger for finding new tools at the and of pandemic

Ø

Interested museums will have many benefits:
v

Become more easily known;

v

Enhance public awareness;

v

Offer a cultural experience even to those who, for the most different
reasons, cannot move as usual (e.g. cross-border students and workers,
people with disabilities).

Maritime museums and aquariums
Ø

E-CHANGE focuses on aquariums and maritime museums in order to give
visibility and put in network small and medium realities which do not benefit
from a broad audience.

Ø

Our project, that could be financed with the resources of the CBC programme
“Italy-France Maritime”, includes many coastal areas, for which these
museums represent a richness.

Ø

They offer the opportunity to learn peculiarities about these territories, their
geographical specificities, historical background, trade channels, and local
fauna. In this way they contribute to strengthening the link of both citizens
and tourists with these regions.

Find your virtual dinner guest
Linguistic, cultural and eno-gastronomic heritage
Ø

The project focuses on shared issues between Italy and France, such as the
passion and love for food and cooking.

Ø

E-CHANGE proposed activities would allow beneficiaries to share a moment
and learn more about each other’s traditions, through taste and smell.

Ø

Relationships are created and strengthened starting from the sharing of
memories and experiences: what better way to learn a new language and
know a foreign culture? This is how “Find your virtual dinner guest” was born.

Activities
Activities envisaged entail:
Ø Short-term objectives - boost connection among countries even in the context of
Covid-19 and promote Smart Tourism;
Ø Long-term objectives - lay the foundation for tourism and collaboration to
develop in the territories involved even after Covid-19.
The activities foreseen are the following:
Ø Museums and Aquariums – digital platform;
Ø “Find your virtual dinner guest” – digital platform;
Ø Promotion and diffusion.

1. Museums and
Aquariums
Development of a 1st digital platform:
Ø

Design an app/website to create a network of the
maritime museums and aquariums involved in the
project:
v

Single web-portal containing all the websites of
the museums/aquariums involved;

v

Differentiated private areas for directors of
museums/aquariums and visitors.

2. “Find your virtual
dinner guest”
Development of a 2nd digital platform
Ø

The aim is to connect Italian and French
subscribers;

Ø

Food sharing – each subscriber, with a minimum
shared-budget (15-20€), will choose traditional
products to send to its virtual friend. The
ultimate purpose is to share a traditional recipe
for a virtual dinner;

Ø

Additional goal: encourage language exchanges
between participants.

3. Promotion and
diffusion of activities
Ø

Social media pages devoted to
promotion, even with the
implication of influencers.

Ø

Online advertising, in particular
on social media.

Ø

Diffusion of the results of the
project.
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